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1. Introduction

An accurate method of joint center localization is essential for
kinematic and kinetic calculations in movement analysis [1]. To
estimate the location of the hip joint center (HJC), previous studies
have used predictive [2,3], functional [4,5] or medical image based
[6–9] methods. Predictive and functional methods offer easy
integration into existing clinical assessment but their accuracy
needs to be established before implementation. Medical image
based techniques may provide accurate 3D position of joint centers
in the coordinate system of the imaging device. To be useful, these
coordinates need to be registered to the pelvis coordinate system
defined for movement analysis from external skin markers. This
critical step raises two issues. First, when external markers were
not available on the medical images, researchers have to assume that
external markers were exactly positioned over bony landmarks that
can be localized on the medical images. Any discrepancy between
external markers positions and bony landmarks affects the accuracy
of the HJCs coordinates in the pelvic coordinate system. Second,
when external markers were available on the medical images, the
subjects’ posture in the imaging device may be different to the static
calibration posture for movement analysis. For example, when the

subjects are lying supine [6] major bias may be expected from soft
tissue artifact between the lying supine and standing up postures.

In this context, a new system, EOS1 (EOS Imaging – France),
based on low-dose bi-planar X-rays taken in a standing position
[10] together with external motion capture markers may serve as
a reference. Images from this system are used to reconstruct 3D
bones models which can be registered to external markers and in
the appropriate subject’s posture for static calibration. It is then
possible to assess the relationship between the external markers
based coordinate systems and the bones models. In clinical
routine, the systematic use of X-rays, even low dose (6–9 times
less than conventional X-rays), remains problematic. However,
depending on the accuracy, it may be suitable to validate
alternative methods of HJCs localization. The aim of the present
study was to evaluate the accuracy of hip joint center (HJC)
localization using the EOS1 system.

2. Material and method

2.1. Subjects

Seventeen volunteers (11 males and 6 females) were consid-
ered after informed consent and ethical committee approval.
Subjects had a mean weight of 75.8 kg (range 54.3–102 kg), mean
height 1.74 m (range 1.52–1.92 m) and Body Mass Indexes (BMI)
ranged from 17 to 33.
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A B S T R A C T

Accurate localization of joint centers is essential in movement analysis. However, joint centers cannot be

 

directly palpated and alternative methods must be used. To assess the relative merits of these methods, a

 

medical image based reference should be used. The EOS1

 

system, a new low dose bi-planar X-rays

 

imaging technique may  be considered. The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of hip joint

 

center (HJC) localization using the EOS1

 

system. Seventeen healthy young adults participated in the

 

study. Femoral heads and pelvic external markers were localized using the EOS1

 

system and the HJCs

 

were expressed in the movement analysis coordinate system. Results showed that external marker

 

localization was reliable within 0.15 mm for trained assessors. Mean accuracy for HJC localization was

 

2.9 mm (SD: 1.3, max: 6.2). The EOS based method therefore appeared reliable and may  be used for

 

femoral head localization or as a reference to assess the accuracy of other methods for HJC localization.
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2.2. Protocol

Volunteers were equipped with four 14 mm reflective markers
placed on the anterior and posterior iliac spine landmarks of the
pelvis. For each subject, two acquisitions were taken with the EOS1

(Fig. 1) in a standard standing posture described by Chaibi et al.
[11]. Each acquisition consisted of two simultaneous X-ray images
in the sagittal and coronal plane. Acquisitions were performed
5 min apart to allow the system to cool down. Three-dimensional
reconstruction of the femur was performed as described by Chaibi
et al. [11]. A sphere was fitted in the least square sense to the
femoral head region of the model to localize the femoral head
center in the EOS1 coordinate system. Three dimensional positions
of the pelvic markers were also computed: the projected images of
a 14 mm diameter sphere model were manually adjusted on the
two sets of bi-planar X-rays to match reflective markers contours.

2.3. Repeatability of markers identification

Data from 4 of the subjects were used (1 male and 1 female with
a BMI > 25, 1 male and 1 female with a BMI < 25). Markers from
the first pair of images were considered. Two trained operators
(bioengineers) independently placed three times the entire set of
markers. The method described by Glüer et al. [12] was used to
calculate the inter-operator repeatability of marker localization on
the images.

2.4. Accuracy of femoral head registration (Fig. 2)

The right and left femoral heads were localized for each
acquisition (FH1EOS1 and FH2EOS2). We calculated the transforma-
tion to map the pelvic markers from the first acquisition to the

second acquisition in the least square sense [13]. The transforma-
tion was then applied to the position of the femoral head from the
first acquisition to map it onto the second acquisition which gives
FH1EOS2. Accuracy of the femoral head registration was calculated
as DFH, the distance between FH1EOS2 and FH2EOS2. It should be
noted that DFH includes accuracy of femoral head localization and
repeatability of pelvis markers localization.

3. Results and discussion

Inter-operator variability in markers localization was 0.15 mm.
Uncertainty was mainly related to visibility of some of the markers
due to bone or marker superposition, and sometimes to the lack of
sphericity of the markers on the images. The distance DFH was
homogeneous for left and right HJC and 2.9 mm in average (SD:
1.3). There was only one outlier (6.2 mm, Table 1, S8 left) over 34
measurements.

The EOS method appears more reliable than other published
methods. In a recent study describing a 3D ultrasound method
[14], authors reported an accuracy of 4 mm for the distance
between the left and right femoral heads with respect to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). However, since MRI images were taken
lying supine and external motion capture markers cannot be seen
on the images, the authors were unable to assess the accuracy of
the femoral head localization with respect to the pelvic coordinate
system. Leardini et al. used a similar technique based X-ray (called
RSA) to compare the position of the HJC output by predictive and
functional methods [4]. The authors reported a comparable
accuracy for the marker localization (0.2 mm) from the RSA
technique but did not report the accuracy of the femoral head
localization. However, the technique described in Leardini et al.
study involves levels of ionizing radiation that are too high to be

Fig. 1. Two pairs of radiographies for one subject (the first pair centered on the right lower limb and the second pair centered on the left lower limb). Pelvis markers are visible

on both X-rays.



used in extensive data collection and necessitated the use of
tantalum balls instead of external markers. It is only since the
EOS1 system, with low dose radiation, that such stereoradio-
graphy techniques may be envisaged for extensive studies.

Typical accuracy of non-image based methods to locate the hip
joint center range from 13 mm to 30 mm [15]. The current
technique, with an average and directly comparable accuracy of
2.9 mm in average seems appropriate to serve as a reference. A
great advantage of this approach, i.e. simultaneous visualization of
femoral head and external markers, is that it is not affected by

subject specificities such as BMI or unusual anatomy. It therefore
constitutes a strong base either for direct measurement of the hip
joint center or for evaluation of alternative methods of estimation.
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Table 1
Accuracy of pelvis markers based registration of the femoral head for 17 subjects:

distance (mm) between the femoral head registered from pelvis markers and the

femoral head computed from the femur model for right and left sides.

Subjects Distance for the

right femoral head (mm)

Distance for the left

femoral head (mm)

1 2.0 3.2

2 3.7 3.6

3 3.2 1.8

4 3.3 2.7

5 0.7 1.5

6 2.8 1.7

7 2.1 1.5

8 3.0 6.2

9 1.0 1.8

10 4.5 4.4

11 0.9 2.5

12 3.8 2.8

13 4.7 4.5

14 4.2 2.1

15 4.1 3.7

16 1.7 3.0

17 3.0 3.6

Mean 2.9 3.0

Max 4.7 6.2
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